
Ergonomists love it.
Designers too.

ergoCentric®



 Perfect for any office.
The tCentric Hybrid’s minimalist design and available 
ergonomic options let it transform from a stylish chair 
that enhances any office setting, to a fully ergonomic 
chair for the most demanding users.

Finally.
You can have it all.
Created by award-winning industrial designer Miles Keller, 
the tCentric Hybrid™ is the perfect fusion between aesthetics 
and the highest ergonomic standards.



Please be seated
Beautiful and stylish, the tCentric Hybrid is the highest quality ergonomic task chair available.

The tCentric Hybrid is available with a Synchro Glide, Multi Tilt, Accent, Boardroom or Dedicated Task† mechanism.

Breathable elastomeric mesh, multiple mechanisms and available ergonomic options makes the tCentric Hybrid ideal 
for dedicated, shared and boardroom office spaces.
† Only available on counter height chair.

Adjustable headrest* ( optional )
Using three pivot points and providing 7" of vertical 
and horizontal adjustments, ergoCentric’s patented 
design provides the ultimate in adjustability.

Supportive, sculpted frame and profile

Feel the difference.
Relative to the leading mesh office chair, the tCentric Hybrid is designed to maximize 
employees’ comfort and safety without compromising on style.

Designed to hug the user’s back, the entire tCentric Hybrid’s dual curve backrest adjusts 
vertically, ensuring the lumbar support remains in alignment with the frame’s lumbar 
curve, resulting in optimal support and comfort.

Lumbar pad or Air Lumbar System ( optional )
Alleviates stress on the lower back muscles.

Adjustable arms
Swivel, pivoting and adjustable arm options have width adjustment and arm height adjustment.

Easy to adjust
Geometric shaped adjustment paddles* help users recognize an option by simply 
feeling the paddle’s shape. 

Dynamic seat
Six seat size options provide a comfortable fit for a variety of users.

5" of infinite back height adjustment*

Unique center column design

* Patented technology and available exclusively from ergoCentric.



Our sole mission:
To design and manufacture the 
best ergonomic chairs in the world.
The human body was not made for sitting. Lack of proper support while 
seated adds stress to the body, which over time, can lead to muscle fatigue, 
circulatory problems and even spinal injuries.

A proper ergonomic chair provides the support essential to your health 
and the comfort you need to be the most productive.

Working closely with ergonomists and healthcare practitioners 
to continuously improve and refine our chair designs, 
ergoCentric can accommodate 100% of your diverse workforce. 

ergoCentric®


